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Director Letter Conservation

What a strange winter we’ve had. It was cold, warm, windy, and 

wet—I guess that’s actually a typical winter for us. Spring has 

started incredibly though with cool temperatures extending the 

bloom season for many plants but there’s been enough warmth to get things growing.  

It’s all I can do to write this instead of getting outside myself.

The JCRA team hasn’t had a chance to relax though. Garden renovations, new 

programs, expanded nursery productions, a return to speaking engagements around 

the country, rentals to facilitate, and the endless small things that need to be addressed 

daily keep everyone on their toes. As I told new Director of Horticulture, Greg Paige, 

this is the busiest we’ve ever been. I say that each year and the busiest we’ve ever 

been becomes the new baseline every time.

We’re not complaining though! Busy means we are providing you with programs 

and plants you want, supporting our professional constituencies, training students, and 

fulfilling our mission. This year is all about setting the JCRA on the path for the next 

phase by implementing changes in the gardens, renovating existing structures, and 

most importantly investing in our amazing team. 

We’ve already begun with Elizabeth Overcash moving from her role as Children’s 

Program Coordinator which she built from the ground up to a new position as Education 

& Communications Manager.  She’ll be joined by Blake Wentley who has been facili-

tating our online programming all year in a temporary, part-time role but will now be a 

permanent, full-time Education Assistant–another new position for us.  On the Events 

and Visitor Services side of things yet another new role, Rental and Event Assistant, will 

be filled by Meaghan Kane who had also been helping on a temporary basis.

You make all this possible through the incredible support you provide and we work 

hard to make the most impact in return.

By Mark Weathington, 

Director
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Bridging the Gap Between
the Wild and Cultivation

Conservation

As I wrote in our last newsletter, the study, 

conservation, and distribution of plants from 

the remote areas of Vietnam is increasingly 

critical as more and more plants are disappearing or being affected 

by the climate and weather pattern changes. Vietnam is an 

amazingly rich country for plants. The number of taxa I saw last 

fall for the first time in the wild, or at all, was mind-boggling. New 

species of Dichroa with glossy, blue fruit, my first ever Huodendron 

(think a snowbell but evergreen with smooth coppery bark) in the 

wild; the illusive loquat-leafed aucuba (Aucuba eriobotryifolia); 

and don’t even get me started on the perennial impatiens, 

mondo grasses, begonias, or ferns. Our Vietnamese colleagues 

exploring with us found not only new location records for Arisaema 

rhizomatosum (cobra lily) and several species of gesneriads, but 

also potentially an entirely new magnolia. The sharp, high peaks in 

northern Vietnam are hard to get to and because of the geography 

many plants are found only in isolated pockets. 

I hope to strengthen and formalize the JCRA’s relationship with 

our Vietnamese colleagues. The researchers from the Vietnamese 

Institute of Biological and Ecological Resources are world class 

botanists and field taxonomists. Their expertise is invaluable in 

our work to study, collect, and preserve the flora of the northern 

Vietnam mountains. We bring expertise in propagating and 

cultivating these plants, a skill which is much needed at the IBER 

field stations where they are growing these plants to safeguard and 

study them. The combination of our respective skill sets makes both 

our organizations exponentially more effective in bridging the gap 

between the wild and cultivation.

By Mark Weathington, 

Director

Vietnam exploration colleagues in picture from left: Dan Hinkley (Windcliff Gardens), 
Billy Alexander (Kells Bay Gardens, Ireland), Uoc Huu Le, Trinh Xuan Thanh, Dr. 
Khang Sinh Nguyen, Dr. Vu Quang Nam, Dr. Nguyen Van Dzu, Tim Marchalik 
(Atlanta Botanical Garden), and Scott McMahan (Atlanta Botanical Garden).
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Members of our excursion to Five Fingers:

8 Vietnamese Porters

4 Vietnamese Scientists

4 Americans

1 Irishman

1 Dog

4 Chickens

281 Accessions collected 

2  Weeks plants waited in 

Vietnam customs

4  Weeks seed waited in 

Vietnam customs

2022 Vietnam Excursion
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Loropetalum—From Obscurity 
to Ubiquity in 30 Years

The JCRA’s recent forays into Vietnam 

to find, document, and help conserve 

the newly (2018) described Loropetalum 

flavum has led to me thinking about the ubiquitous loropetalum 

in our landscapes. The white-flowered, green-leafed L. chinense 

better known simply as loropetalum or Chinese fringe flower 

was first introduced to the West by James Maries who traveled 

through China, Taiwan, and Japan for the English nursery James 

Veitch & Sons. In England, loropetalum was considered a very 

tender shrub really suitable only for growing in a container. In the 

United States where our high summer temperatures allowed the 

wood to harden off, it was found to be hardy through zone 7 but 

it was rarely grown outside of botanic gardens. A 1982 JCRA 

newsletter mentions briefly that loropetalum was in peak bloom 

in mid-April and the JCRA still has a 1989 accession growing as 

a tree near the Nook by the old theme gardens.

In a 1991 newsletter, J. C. writes:

Loropetalum chinensis [sic] var. rubrum (Hamamelidaceae). 

Loropetalum is a white early-spring flowering broadleaved 

evergreen shrub/tree from China grown throughout the 

southeast U. S. in zones 7-9. It is normally seen at about 4-7' 

in height but can go up to 30' in native habitats. A decade 

ago I learned of this purple-flowered botanical variety which 

had never gotten out of China and have actively hunted it 

By Mark Weathington, 

Director

Horticulture



since that time. Dr. James Waddick, a plant-collector friend 

obtained it for me in China in the fall of '89 and I hand carried it 

back from Kansas City in January '90. After blooming in spring 

it collapsed and nearly died—but repotting, fungicide soak 

treatment of the roots and holding the repotted plant under 

mist allowed it to finally recover with good growth at present 

(as well as my own recovery from severe nervous shock over 

the potential loss). We will begin cuttings soon and hopefully 

will be able to get it out in the trade as soon as possible. In ad-

dition to the purple flowers, it also has purple foliage—it is so 

showy in flower it also has potential for use as a florist potted 

plant or cool conservatory plant.

It turns out that the pink flowered, purple-leafed form known 

as var. rubrum had the added benefit of re-blooming throughout 

the summer much more so than the typical white flowered form 

in cultivation. Rarely has a plant gone from being a BIO (of Botan-

ical Interest Only) plant to a mainstay in the market so fast. By 

1997, just seven years after J. C. received one of the first of the 

purple-leafed plants to enter the U. S., Jonathan Nyberg asked in 

a JCRA newsletter, “Has a plant ever gone from 0 to 20 million 

in eight years?”

Over the years, we’ve grown about fifty different variet-

ies—or at least fifty different names as renaming of the same 

plant has been rampant. If we tried to keep up with the deluge 

still entering the market, our collections would be 80% “dwarf” 

purple loropetalum which grow to 12’ tall. It has become a bit 

of a punching bag for plant snobs at times but it is objectively 

an excellent garden plant looking good all year round except 

after very harsh winters. It is tough as nails in the landscape, 

can be pruned as hard as a weekend warrior would like, and is 

spectacular in flower. Some plants are well worth the search 

and although many people don’t remember the role J. C. and 

the Arboretum played in helping bring this one-time rarity to 

market, this is likely one of our more impactful contributions to 

the American landscape.

JCRA Director of Horticulture Greg Paige under the same tree twenty years later in 2014.

Horticulture

J. C. under a massive Loropetalum chinense at the Koishikawa Botanic Garden, 
University of Tokyo, Japan in 1995.

Loropetalum chinense var. rubrum 'Spg-3-017' (Garnet Fire) in the garden.

3
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Upcoming Education Program Highlights

The Arboretum’s guided tour program 

has offered tours for many years. This 

year, spring was bursting with tours! 

The school tour spring dates were all filled by November, and 

the adult tour requests keep coming. There is an overwhelming 

desire to come be in the gardens.

Tours for youth participants have been happening since the 

Children’s Program was established in 2011, but the first public 

school with a large group of students (95 students) was in 2013. 

Since then, the school tour program has broadened offerings to 

include groups ranging from kindergarten all the way through 

high school. The most popular grade to visit is third graders 

since their science standards focus on plants. Each tour has 

a plan that connects what students are learning in their class-

rooms with their experience in the garden. “Our goal is to make 

their learning come alive through the plants and their experience 

outside in the gardens. And, to give them a positive (fun) experi-

ence in the gardens so they’ll come back!” Elizabeth Overcash, 

Education and Communications Manager. This spring, twenty 

different school groups with an estimated number of 1,550 

students came through the Arboretum gates!

Adult tours have seen an increase with gardening groups, 

community groups and master gardeners all booking tours to visit 

the garden. This increase and the large number of school tours 

is only possible with the help of volunteers. Luckily, the winter 

months were a perfect time for tour guide training to recruit more 

volunteers to help lead tours. New this year, Carol Lawrence 

created a volunteer tour guide training program to help volunteers 

become familiar with and gain confidence in providing tours. She 

and Kathryn Wall have led training to prepare new guides for the 

upcoming tours. The formalization of the tour guide training has 

brought a new excitement to the tour program!

Like many of the activities of the Arboretum, the partnership 

between staff and volunteers is crucial to the availability of such 

tours. Without tour guides, many of these tour requests would 

not be able to be fulfilled since staff are busy in the gardens 

and nursery during the busy spring months. Our volunteer tour 

guides serve as the face of the Arboretum and help each tour 

participant have a positive, learning experience in the gardens.

Education

By Joy Burns, School 

Program Coordinator

Director Mark Weathington and Director of Horticulture Greg Paige led Volunteer Tour 
Guides on a tour to highlight plants and areas of interest. Pictured from left are Debbie 
Sauls, Carol Lawrence, Tom Packer, Wayne Stephens, Ellen Darst, Charlie Kidder, Gail 
Harris, Greg, Mark, Debra Singer-Harter (seated, back to us) and Barbara Kennedy.

Come Take a Tour!
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Upcoming Education Program Highlights

Creating and Caring for Sustainable 
Home Landscapes
with Bryce Lane, NC State University

Mondays, July 17 through August 21, 2023  
6:30 PM–8:30 PM

In Person and Online
This is a 6-week course for folks who are interested in gardening in a 

more sustainable way. We will define, and discuss the concept of sus-

tainability as it relates to all our home horticultural practices. Come learn 

more about gardening techniques that save energy, conserve water, 

reduce inputs, restore ecosystems and much more!

Cost: $250.00 for members 

$300.00 for nonmembers

Going Beyond Snap Shot Photography with 
your iPhone Camera 
with Mary Louise Ravese, Bella Vista Photography

Friday, July 21, 2023 10:00 AM–12:00 PM

In Person
The smartphone is the camera many people have with them at all 

times. The camera integrated with these phones has advanced with 

each smartphone generation, making it worthy of our attention as a 

legitimate camera. In this session, you'll learn about basic iPhone cam-

era functionality like focusing in a specific place, adjusting brightness, 

shooting in bursts for action and adjusting background blurriness in 

portrait mode. We will then practice in the gardens of the Arboretum.

Cost: $30.00 for members 

$40.00 for nonmembers

July 29–Hypertufa Trough Workshop 
with Beth Jimenez and Amelia Lane, Lasting Impressions  
9:00 AM–12:00 PM
(Workshops are held in Raleigh at the Lasting Impressions Studio, not at 

the Arboretum.)

Hypertufa troughs were originally created in England as a substitute for 

traditional stone feeding and watering sinks used for livestock. These 

troughs are ideal for displaying small plants as they offer excellent drain-

age and are perfect for highlighting unique plant specimens. In fact, a 

planted hypertufa trough can be a stunning focal point in any garden. 

During this workshop, participants will learn how to mix the necessary 

ingredients, construct a hypertufa container, and successfully release 

the finished product from its mold.

Cost: $90.00 for members 

$100.00 for nonmembers

July 29–Cast Concrete Leaf Workshop 
with Beth Jimenez and Amelia Lane, Lasting Impressions

1:00 PM–3:00 PM 
(Workshops are held in Raleigh at the Lasting Impressions Studio, not at 

the Arboretum.)

Create your own Concrete Leaf at this two-hour workshop which will 

teach you everything you need to know about how to prepare your leaf, 

mix the concrete medium, and mold a natural leaf sculpture to hang on an 

inside wall or use outside in a garden. Beth and Amelia will provide leaves 

or you may bring your own medium sized leaf (maximum = 10" x 8").

Cost: $75.00 for members 

$85.00 for nonmembers

Education
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Annual Report

2022 JC Raulston Arboretum
Annual Report
There are many people to thank for their support in 2022. Here are a few highlights from this amazing year.

173,000

89  

5,900

31

YouTube
Views

New videos added

Subscribers

Countries where JCRA videos were watched

220,000 

111,000

Website
People visited 

People found our website using Google Search

The most widely used search terms that led people to our website:

•    jc raulston arboretum

•    arboretum raleigh

•    moonlight in the garden

The most visited pages on our website (excluding the homepage):

•    Moonlight in the Garden

•    Visitor Information

•    Events Calendar

•    Plant Sale Buggy

15,553

9,187

2,026

Plant Collections & Distributions
Plants distributed to members, gardens, nurseries & 

general public

Taxa in living collection

New accessions

2,040

79

16

946

704

??

1,123 

7,230

188

11,419

3.6

Education
Registrants to Children’s Program

Children’s Programs offered

Minutes to fill 2022 Artists in the Garden Camp

Student touring the Arboretum with a school group

Pages read during Lunch and Lit

Holes dug around the Yurt to locate a water leak

Intro to Gardening in the South participants

Midweek online program attendees

Adult programs offered

Registered adult participants for lectures, classes & 

workshops

Hours to sell out our 2023 Costa Rica trip

11,033

183 

850

3

250

883

310

1

$331,762

Moonlight in the Garden
Advance Tickets Sold

Pounds of marshmallows roasted

Luminaria lit each night

Luminaria spontaneously combusted

Volunteers needed for the event

Volunteer hours dedicated to the event

Memberships joined for advance tickets

Couple  volunteered five nights to service cider

   (Thank you Vanette & Thearon McKinney!)

Gross Revenue

77

16,675

7

Rentals
“I Do’s” said

Chairs set up for outdoor events

Months set rental revenue record

Volunteer
11,077 Hours contributed

Equivalent to 5 and 1/2 full-time positions

$331,756 Value of volunteer time*

* Do Good Institute announced value of volunteer time to be $29.95/hour on 4/18/22.

6

6 

195

Development

Summer interns supported through philanthropy

Benches added to the garden in honor of loved ones

Gifts received to support the JCRA Wishlist

Carol McNeel announced her $1,000,000 planned gift 

to support the general fund and create an endowment.

Membership

800
700
600
500
400
300
200
100
0

New Memberships

2021 2022

5,000

4,000

3,000

2,000

1,000

0

Total Members

2021 2022

3,356

4,113

336

712
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Annual Report

Rentals

Endowment 
Earnings

NCSU
Sponsorships  
& Donations

Education
Sales & 
Auctions

Membership

Research

Volunteer Services

Member Services

NCSU Overhead
& Fees

Business Operations

Visitor
Services

Horticulture

Education

Development

• Acer buergerianum 'Shirley Debacq'

• Acer circinatum 'Sunny Sister'

• Alchornea davidii—Yes, we had to look 

this genus up too.  It’s a suckering, woody 

Euphorbia.

• Ardisia conspersa—From our fall Viet-

nam Expedition, this ardisia has the most 

sublime purple color to the rippled edges 

of the leaves.

• Arisaema pingbianense

• Asparagus filicinus—I collected this in 

Taiwan years ago and gave a piece to garden 

friend Ozzie Johnson. We lost ours but Ozzie 

still had it going and shared back a piece.

• Aucuba eriobotryifolia—A new Aucuba spe-

cies for the Arb we collected in Vietnam.

• Berberis prattii 

• Berberis silva-taroucana—I’m embarking 

on a serious Berberis kick right now I think.

• Brassaiopsis dumicola

• Brassaiopsis fatsioides

• Clematis brevicaudata

• Cotoneaster suecicus 'OSUCOT1' (Emerald 

Sprite)—One of a couple of new Coto-

neaster from former NCSU standout Ryan 

Contreras at Oregon State University.

• Cymbidium goeringii 'Dafugui'—I went a 

bit crazy with the terrestrial cymbidiums.  

We’ll be testing them for hardiness and 

using them for koten engei displays.

• Cyrtomium hemionitis

• Daphne odora 'Rogalski'

• Distylium racemosum 'Guppy'—We had 

this years ago in the Lath House but lost it 

during the renovation. I so wanted it back 

since Distylium has become a mainstream 

plant - it was ahead of its time!

• Enkianthus campanulatus var. longilobus

• Hedychium aff. forrestii

• Hemiboea sinovietnamica—Just another 

great gesneriad for the garden. Who knew 

there were so many?

• Heptapleurum hoi—A Schefflera by any 

other name . . .

• Heptapleurum pauciflorum

• Ilex aff. suaveolens

• Illicium anisatum 'Kogane Fuji'

• Illicium mexicanum (variegated sport)—If 

this turns out to be a good plant, we’ll have 

the match for the JCRA introduction, ‘Aztec 

Fire’, with ‘Aztec Ice’.

• Maianthemum racemosum (variegated form)

• Microchirita micromusa

• Neolepisorus (yellow striped)—We collected 

so many cool ferns in Vietnam, my head is 

still swimming trying to figure them all out.

• Ophiopogon peliosanthoides

• Oreopanax aff. nubigenus—Unlikely to be 

hardy but it doesn’t know that.

• Phlomis monocephala

• Polygonatum zhejiangensis—This thing 

grows six feet tall or more!

• Polystichum luctuosum 'Silver Moon'—Our 

2017 Gansu collection which I thought was 

lost. Thankfully I shared spore with Juniper 

Level Botanic Garden and Tony could share 

it back.

• Prunus persica 'NC Peach-6' (Ruby Ruffle) 

—A new Denny Werner/JCRA patio peach 

with burgundy foliage and deep pink flowers.

• Rhododendron micranthum

• Tupistra fungilliformis—Imagine a Rhodea 

that grows three feet tall.

• Viburnum odoratissimum var. awabuki 

(variegated)

Last year was a great year for plant acquisitions with the resumption of mostly regular travel and the return of plant expeditions. We 

brought in 2,026 new accessions of 1,888 different types of plants from Abelia ‘SRPabeper’ (Peach Perfection) to Zingiber aff. Nanlin-

gense.  New plants included six new Cercis (redbuds) for our national collection with four brand new Denny Werner/JCRA releases includ-

ing the amazing Cercis ‘NC2014-1’ (Gilded Hearts) and three others whose names are yet to be determined but will be arriving in garden 

centers over the next few years. In tribute to J. C.’s wonderful lists of new plants included in his newsletters decades ago, here is a partial 

list of some of the new accessions (don’t worry, we didn’t put it in eight point type).
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Volunteer

An Explosion of Creativity, Color & 
Pattern: Community Engagement 
Through Art and Imagination

We just raised 

the bar for spring 

color with a new 

ephemeral art 

installation titled 

“Post Modern Pat-

terns.” Thirty local 

artists and students from nine different 

schools were invited to contribute to the 

newest Arboretum exhibit. 

If you’re an art admirer or even a 

Disney Pixar fan, you might have caught 

glimpses of alebrije (pronounced: ah-leh-

bree-heh). These imaginary, chimera-like 

creatures first originated in Mexico as 

the creations of internationally-acclaimed 

artist, Pedro Linares. Linares allegedly 

created these fanciful forms from dreams 

he had during a bout of illness, but was 

later found to have designed them as 

decorations for a masquerade. Linares’ 

colorfully ornamental patterns began to 

spread around Mexico and other parts 

of the world; they found their way into 

the personal collections of artists Diego 

Rivera and Frida Kahlo. 

This winter, under the direction of the 

JCRA Volunteer Ephemeral Art Commit-

tee, invited artists put their modern spin 

on this rich cultural art form—transferring 

the bright and colorful patterns to four-by-

four wooden posts creating our Post Mod-

ern exhibit. Volunteer Deb Lackey, used 

her woodworking skills to make routed 

grooves on many of the posts, giving clear 

dividing lines for the patterns to evolve. 

Each interpretation is as unique as the 

artist themselves—adding color, light and 

form to each garden bed. 

We asked the artists to share their 

experiences. Beth Jimenez, who chairs the 

Ephemeral Art Committee and organized 

the project said, “This was a really fun proj-

ect for me. The hardest part was bringing 

the post into my house and trying to not 

break anything as I navigated corners and 

tight spaces until I got it onto the kitchen 

table where I worked on it for six weeks.”

Some don’t consider themselves 

artists, but they were willing to challenge 

themselves and share their creativity. “I 

have joked that people will look at my 

post and remark, ‘oh isn’t it nice that 

somebody let their three year old help’ 

because that’s about my skill level,” said 

Lynne Taylor, who worked on her art 

piece with Pat Butterton, a fellow JCRA 

volunteer. Jayme Bednarczyk learned 

to use an airbrush for her post created 

with her husband Phil Abbott. She said it 

was a challenge to think about layering in 

reverse to use multiple layers of stencils. 

For even the experienced artist, this 

project was a new venture into different 

art supplies. “I didn't learn about paint 

pens until AFTER I was finished, so, 

the hardest part was doing all the detail 

work with tiny paint brushes! I used 

every trick to make the tiny dots faster 

and easier. I ended up putting paint in 

stiff plastic and squeezing it out as you 

would do with henna, or cake decorat-

ing. The next challenge was having a 

design wrapped around the pole. The 

pole is long and quite heavy. You had 

to be VERY careful when turning the 

pole over—not to smear what you had 

already completed.” Cheri Vaughan 

By Lindsay DeQuick, 

Programs and 

Education Assistant

and Kathryn Wall, 

Membership and 

Volunteer Manager
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Volunteer

Some artists came together in groups 

to design their art piece. Ann Roth’s 

textile study group, Threads, worked on 

two poles. For Lynn Smiley, the project 

gave her an opportunity to let the emerg-

ing art skills of her granddaughter, Tess 

Korhonen, shine. Tess is a former JCRA 

Artists in the Garden summer camper.

Joy Burns, our school program coor-

dinator, took advantage of this unique 

art meets garden opportunity and invited 

area schools to use the same point of 

inspiration to paint fence pickets that are 

installed in gardens around the Yurt. Stu-

dents truly captured the whimsy of these 

fantastical patterns in their creations—

using many of the colors characteristic 

of alebrije—think bright yellows, pinks, 

blues, and greens! 

“Post Modern Patterns” captures the 

spirit of the alebrije—a menagerie of 

whimsical patterns dappled throughout 

the Arboretum. We thank all the artists 

for creating the colorful exhibit to share 

with our community. Come see how 

these creative artists made their mark in 

this inspirational outdoor exhibit. Their 

artistic interpretations are sure to be as 

unique and fanciful as those who enjoy 

them.

The exhibit is featured throughout 

the Arboretum with the fence pickets 

concentrated in the gardens around the 

Yurt that is near the Rose Garden. Look 

for more details about the artists and 

their inspiring creations next time you are 

in the garden.

Thank you to the participating 
students from:

St. Timothy's School

Farmington Woods Elementary  

   School

Timber Drive Elementary School

Douglas Elementary School

Smith Magnet Elementary School

Parkside Elementary School

Grace Christian School

Morrisville Elementary School

Sue Ellen Ott received a little more help than she needed from 
feline artists, Callie Cat and Pippi.
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Connections to History
Earlier this year, the JC Raulston Arboretum (JCRA) 

rebooted a program put on hiatus during 2020, the 

Friends of the Arboretum (FOA) lecture series. I gave a 

talk entitled “The History of the JC Raulston Arboretum . . . before it was an 

Arboretum.” While researching the topic, I found a fascinating connection 

between the JCRA and a notable historic neighborhood just around the cor-

ner from us, the Method Community. Any arboretum visitors who turn onto 

Beryl Road at Meredith College and the Waffle House pass its entrance at 

Method Road just before the beltline overpass.

Before it was annexed into Raleigh in 1960, the Method Community was 

a freedman’s village, one of thirteen such villages founded by freed slaves 

after the civil war outside of the Raleigh city limits. Today, Method is one of 

just two freedman’s villages that remain in Raleigh.

Today the JCRA is separated from Method Community by the I-440, Ra-

leigh Beltline. Prior to its construction in 1960, we were next door neighbors. 

Long-time Method Community member John Goode told me that as children 

the Method kids would walk over here to the “Method Farm” (a name that 

NC State University called the Agriculture Research Station located here 

from 1936-1976) to gather fruit that had fallen from the trees on its horticul-

tural research plots. 

A little bit of Method Community still exists on the JCRA side of the Belt-

line. At the back entrance to the Horticultural Field Lab on Ligon Road is Oak 

Grove Cemetery, the historic cemetery of Method Community. 

The connection between Method Community and the JCRA is not just 

geographical. One of the more prominent people to emerge from Method 

Community was a businessman named Berry O’Kelly who has an astounding 

life story. Born in Chapel Hill during the civil war, he was orphaned and raised 

by family in the Method Community. He grew up to become a prominent 

By Dennis Carey, 

Curator

History

Method Community and the Method Farm were neighbors before 

1960. This photo (above) ca. 1959 is from the USDA Aerial Maps 

Collection, 7W71 showing the future JCRA in the upper left and 

Method Community in the upper right with Method Road running 

down the center from Beryl Road to Western Boulevard. Map of 

JCRA, Method, and Oak Grove Cemetery (circled above and below) 

from Old Maps Online.
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business owner, philanthropist and real estate investor. Berry 

O’Kelly owned the JCRA property and the land surrounding it 

for twenty-five years (1901 to 1926). While I could not find any 

written plans of his intentions, it seems likely that he intended 

to expand the Method Community onto the property as he had 

been developing other adjacent lands during that same era. But 

plans changed and the property passed from O’Kelly to other 

owners before NC State bought it in 1936 and relocated its 

horticultural crop research farm onto it.

In addition to being a successful businessman, Berry O’Kelly 

was a philanthropist and the main benefactor of a school in 

the Method Community which came to be known as the Berry 

O’Kelly Training and Industrial School. Generations of black 

students received elementary and high school education, as 

well as teacher training and trades training including farming and 

horticulture. The school closed after desegregation in the 1960s 

and today, its remains are owned by the Raleigh Parks System 

and are part of the Method Road Community Center.

Both Oak Grove Cemetery and Berry O’Kelly School are on 

the National Register of Historic Places and the school is also a 

certified Raleigh Historic Landmark. 

Berry O’Kelly was responsible for naming the road near the 

JCRA too. Beryl Road runs along the northern border of the 

JCRA and is named for Berry’s daughter. Prior to the 1920s, 

Beryl Road was actually part of Hillsborough Street and it me-

andered back and forth over train tracks several times between 

Raleigh and Cary. During the “Good Road Movement” of the 

1920s, when the state of North Carolina started creating the 

state highway system, they straightened out Hillsborough 

Street onto its current path north of the train tracks so that it 

could serve as a state highway (today it is NC Highway 54). The 

“Old Hillsboro Road” that remained on the south side of the 

tracks was quickly renamed Beryl Road by the Method Commu-

nity members. 

The JCRA is proud to have a connection to the historically im-

portant freedman’s village of Method via Berry O’Kelly. And like 

the Berry O’Kelly Training and Industrial School did in the past, 

the JC Raulston Arboretum continues to educate North Carolina 

citizens on horticultural subjects.

If you are interested in learning more about the Berry 

O’Kelly school, several of its alumni give a free public lecture 

on Wednesday’s about their experiences there in the 1960s 

(Email Denise Hill at denise.hill@raleighnc.gov for times). If you 

are interested in reading more about the freedmen’s villages 

of Wake County, I recommend a brand new book published in 

January 2023 by Raleigh-native Carmen Cauthen entitled Histor-

ic Black Neighborhoods of Raleigh. You can also see Carmen 

speak on YouTube in a 2021 talk entitled “The Fate of Raleigh’s 

11 Missing Freedmen’s Villages” on the NC Museum of History 

YouTube channel. There is also a nice article about Method in 

the March 2021 edition of Walter Magazine entitled, “A Legacy 

of Generosity: The History of Method,” that is viewable online. 

Photo of students at the Berry O’Kelly School, ca. 1917,  

from the New York Public Library Digital Collection.

Photo of Berry O’Kelly ca. 1919 from the  

The National Cyclopedia of the Colored Race
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Members Share Their  
Favorite Benefits

Why are you a member of the JC Raulston 

Arboretum? I often ponder this question as 

I’m processing new memberships when 

it’s not an obvious connection. Most new 

memberships are directly related to an adult education program or 

symposium (member rates are lower), or a big event like Moon-

light in the Garden or Summer Camp (members get first access). 

To help me gain some insight, I asked members to take a 

short benefit survey in March. Here are the results:

• Two-thirds plan to use their JCRA membership card to visit 

another garden in the Reciprocal Admissions Program (over 

330 gardens in North America)

• 60% plan to purchase plants from a JCRA sale

• 50% plan to make a purchase at one of the nurseries or 

other businesses that offer a discount for JCRA members

• 50% plan to participate in the Annual Plant Giveaway (first 

Saturday in October)

• 30% plan to purchase Moonlight in the Garden tickets

• This spring, 23% member households requested seed 

from the Member Seed Distribution

• Of those making requests, 25% live outside the state 

(10 states represented)

No matter the reason, we thank you for your membership 

support!

By Kathryn B. Wall, 

Membership and 

Volunteer Manager

Photo: Sherman Library & Gardens, Corona del Mar, California. A garden Photo: Sherman Library & Gardens, Corona del Mar, California. A garden 

worth visiting through the AHS Reciprocal Admissions Program, a part of your worth visiting through the AHS Reciprocal Admissions Program, a part of your 

JCRA Membership.JCRA Membership.

Education

MEMBERSHIP—Serving Mission Through Growth 

2022 Milestones to Share

       New Memberships
       Attributed to Moonlight in the Garden
       Members (5,000 here we come!)
       States Members Call Home
       Membership in Belgium
       Retention Rate

We are committed to being your trusted source 
and look forward to offering the programs and 
plants you’ve grown to love.

712

310

4113

29

1

81%

WHY DO YOU LOVE THE ARBORETUM?

“Special love for the gardens for 50 years. Brought our 
children there for picnics . . . and now we bring our grand-
children. Appreciate being able to attend gardening clubs’ 
meetings there in your great education center.”

“I'm a gardener and visit the arboretum often. I also want 
to support the university, the education programs and the 
research.”

“I love the Arboretum itself and all who are associated with 
it. Been a member and/or volunteer since the mid 70s.”

“Moved to Asheville eleven years ago and still visit the 
arboretum whenever I can!! Watch the midweek zoom 
program almost every week for the last few years!!! What a 
generous gift to us all!!!!”
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I had expected to spend time in a beau-

tiful garden this summer—basking in the 

sunlight and smelling all the roses. I hadn't 

expected that I would be interning at one. 

Six other NC State students and I have joined the JCRA team 

this year, making it the most the Arboretum has ever had. All 

with varying academic and career interests, each of us bring 

something unique and valuable to our garden and JCRA team. 

We have lunches amongst the blooms while tending, docu-

menting, and lesson-planning the garden.

These experiences allow our academic and career goals to 

blossom. One may think us interns are doing just one task—

mulching. Emma Jones, a garden intern majoring in Horticulture 

Science focused on Ornamentals and Landscape, even expected 

this as mulching was joked about during her interview. However, 

she is pleasantly surprised by the diverse tasks.

Andrew Paul, one of our garden interns who double majors in 

Plant Biology and Philosophy, shares the same sentiment: “In the 

interview, I was told every day would be different and that could 

not be more true.”

One day he might be mulching; the next day he is venturing to 

one of the greenhouses to gather cuttings. 

This variety of tasks has been exciting for Sarah Remington, 

who is in Horticultural Science. This experience has exposed her 

to the inner workings of an Arboretum and to the many cool plants 

we have here—especially ones you can eat. Evan Villani, another 

one of our garden interns majoring in Horticulture Science, has 

been surprised by the amount of edible and palatable plants here.

Emma had sneaked inside the office with Pineapple Guava 

petals in her pocket, handing me a couple to try. It was the first 

time I had ever eaten flower petals. It melted in my mouth like 

sugar and tasted like a tropical dream. This was the last thing I 

expected to experience as an intern! 

Even the interns working outside of the garden (like me) are 

aiding in creating and marketing our programs, such as our Sum-

mer Camps and Propagation Workshops, which are essential to 

helping us connect with our community. 

Emily Workman, our Youth and Summer Camp Programming 

Intern, aspires to become a middle school teacher and hopes to 

bring the garden inside the classroom. She has admitted to not 

being a plant person. However, ever since working at the Arbore-

tum, she has been learning more from the garden than expected.

“Learning how to plant the fruit and veggies in a garden has 

taught me how to structure a class around nature's timing. With 

the large number of volunteers here helping out, it has also made 

me see how much of a team effort everything takes.”

I have always appreciated going to a beautiful public garden 

like the Arboretum and love discovering new places—especially 

being relatively new to the Raleigh area. Working here as the 

Marketing/Communication assistant allows me to help others find 

the Arboretum and be informed about the exciting things hap-

pening here. My understanding of how we can improve visitors' 

experience has deepened from my assigned projects. I hope that 

I can continue to help amazing places like JCRA be more accessi-

ble to the community as I advance further into my career.

Perhaps the one thing the interns and I found ourselves pleas-

antly surprised by is how special our team is. Our interactions 

with the volunteers, visitors, directors, and each other have been 

positive and even enlightening. We certainly feel the collective 

support in helping the garden grow and even each other.

Education

By Leah K. Tran, 

Communications and 

Marketing Intern

Rooting for Our Students
Photo (left to right): Emma Jones, Evan 

Villani, Emily Workman, Andrew Paul, Leah 

Tran, Sarah Remington.
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NEW SUMMERTIME HOURS
MONDAY–THURSDAY 9:00 aM–4:30 PM 

FRIDAYS 9:00 aM–8:00 PM 

WEEKENDS 8:00 aM–8:00 PM

Enjoy these extended hours through August!


